


ABOUT THE COLLEGE

Kamalam College of Arts and Science was established with
the great efforts of our founder Mr. S. ELANGO sir on the
auspicious day of 5th August 2009 to provide higher
education for the students from the rural and urban areas. It
is affiliated to the Bharathiar University, Coimbatore. The
College was started with 5 courses and 35 students. Now, it
is progressed with 12 UG courses, 4 PG courses and 2
Research Programs with of 1200 students. It is remarkable
that the College has stepped into the 13th year and steadily
marching towards academic excellence with strength of
more than 2000 Students. The prime objective of our
college is to make the students to expose hidden skills,
knowledge and leadership qualities as well as personal
talents and cultural interest; to provide value based
education for the students and to meet their challenges with
courage.

ABOUT EDUPASS E-ACADEMY
The 'EDUPASS e-Academy Foundation' is a registered (by
the Government of Tamilnadu) private non-profit e-
academic organization that provides ICT based academic
solutions, including teaching, learning, and evaluation. The
mission of this e-Academy is to promote lifelong learning
and integrity through e-education around the world,
enhancing trust and confidence in education. A major
objective of the company is meeting the needs of academia
and its associated industries through academic exercises
such as NAAC, NBA, ISO, NBA, OBE, autonomy status,
MOUs, and collaborations

ABOUT THE SEMINAR
This seminar focuses on highlighting the requirements and
skills, which are required to meet out industrial needs
worldwide. It provides an intellectual platfom for industrial
based technical discussions to the students, researchers and
academicians to exchange their ideas with industrialists.

OBJECTIVES
 To provide a platform for discussion, sharing and

exchange of ideas and insights on issues related to
Futuristic and Sustainable Technologies in computer
technology

 To emphasize and promote recent and modern
practices in the Field of computer science and
computer technology.

 To find possible consequences of technological
development on developed and developing Countries.


